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INTRODUCTION



The purpose of this litepaper is to provide comprehensive information about 

Portal Dwellers, including gameplay, features, ecosystem and the roadmap for the 

future.

Portal Dwellers is a real-time action RPG game with native blockchain integration.  

It is a Web 3.0 native game that offers engaging game mechanics catering to 

wide audience of gamers.  Portal Dwellers offers a seamless onboarding 

experience for web 2.0 gamers to transition into the web 3.0 ecosystem through 

an immersive game play, a player-driven game economy and utility based NFTs. 
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Lore

A shiny, lustrous capsule stood still amidst the brewing chaos in the Andromeda galaxy. The 

capsule was marked by an ancient deity and was an emblem of peace. However, the 

menacing forces of the darker dimensions seeped into the human world, 

shattering the crystal in the process. It was done to harvest its power so the 

darker forces could vanquish the human world and settle for themselves. 

The crystal also carried a unique type of stardust that could end 

the greatest miseries, even death, leading to immortality. 

Following the shattering, fountains of blinding light 

poured out of the crystal, darting here and there and 

only ending up giving birth to portals, gateway 
to myriad enthralling worlds. These worlds 

were not to be taken lightly, for inside 

them lay a solution to glueing back 

the crystal. A way to undo the 

calamities of the darker 

forces. But who had the 

guts to plunge themselves 

deeper and deeper into these 

worlds, established through portals, 

crawling with monsters, minions, and 

devil’s pawns? There were a few, a few 

chosen ones. 
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The human world had 3 ferocious classes, each dexterous enough to pull off 

wonders and wipe off a phalanx of adversaries one after another without 

breaking a sweat. They were Warriors, Ninjas, and Mages. Each class was 

marshalled by a head, a potential entity, with immaculate skills and powers. 

The portal dwellers were ready for anything thrown at them. They 

knew the darker forces would impede their progress, dull 

their strength, reduce their foresight, and suffocate their 

lives for trying to unravel whatever lies within these 

enigmatic portals, so they would have to be 

vigilant as each footstep entails great danger A 

fierce, gruesome battle took place, and, in 

hindsight, the portal-dwellers knew they 

would be able to push back the darker 

forces. And they did. 

With their tails 

between their
                    legs, the darker  

forces went into the portals, reposting to 

gain strength and protecting the solution 

from getting into the hands of the portal 

dwellers, for they were coming, to destroy 

the evil once and for all. 
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In order to navigate through the vast world of PortalDwellers, player will have to 

choose their in-game avatar that will have certain prowess’s and skills. These 

core skills and special powers will vary depending on the choice of character 

class.  

Player Skills can be broken down into two constituent elements – Core Skills 

and Special Skills.  The core skills remain the same for every playable character 

irrespective of the class. The exact value of the core skills can vary across 

character within each class while special skills would always differ across 

classes and characters. 

PORTALDWELLERS
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Warrior

The world needed them. It needed the valour of the Warriors to protect it 
from the macabre presence of the dead and evil. Without them, the world 
was doomed to wither away, piece by piece, until it was permeated with 
nothingness and howling darkness. They left the planet Earth and settled 
off in the regions of Cetus. As for their countenance, they treaded with 
haughtiness and were massively broad. They also inherited self-healing 
from their ancestors, who used blood techniques during wars. On top of 
that, they were also quite poetic with their hands, especially while 
brandishing their pointy swords. 

Attack

Health

Speed

Defence

Stamina

Special Skills Core Skills

Mighty Swing

Splinter Attack

Heaven 
Smash
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Ninja

Ninjas had always been there from time immemorial with pale blue skin 
and eyes, that of a fish, with a scarlet red tint permeating their pupils. 
With time, their composition changed, and they evolved into a facsimile 
of humans, resembling nearly 98% of them intrinsically. Ninjas exhibited 
wondrous changes, including smoke breathing, Eagle eye and 
Ghost Attack. 

Attack

Health

Speed

Defence

Stamina

Special Skills Core Skills

Shadow 
of Death

Rain of hell

Ally 
Attack
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Mage

In the southern region of the Earth, there lived a tribe; the Malatit. Mages, or 
as some would call them the people of the Malatit, were ostracized for they 
practiced witchcraft and magic. Mages found themselves bustling with 
some unknown energy. They embraced it wilfully. A phalanx of staff 
conjured up in the hands of the people of Malatit, one for each. They jerked 
the staff to dispel the concerns of whether they could wield the powers or 
not. Surprisingly, yes, they could. The staff granted them optimal 
regeneration, a Shield barrier, phantom protocol, a clone parade, and the 
dance of ice and fire. 

Attack

Health

Speed

Defence

StaminaTime 
Freeze

Shield of 
Merlin

Aura of 
Death

Special Skills Core Skills
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GAME MODES

Campaign mode allows players to follow a narrative style of gameplay through environment 

exploration and quests completion. As the campaign progresses, players will be required to 

build up the character characteristics - level, rank, and weapons - to face more difficult 

challenges and adventures. The campaign mode is single player focused.

Deathmatch is a super interactive, fast, fun and social based mode that allows players to hunt 

as many NPCs while surviving for the longest possible time. Players will encounter new 

enemies and bosses to hunt, kill and survive. This mode would allow players to compete with 

each other to maintain ascendency of the leaderboard.  

Campaign Mode  

Death Match Mode
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GAME PLATFORM

PC Mac Android iOSWebGL
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GAME MECHANICS



PortalDwellers offers rich gameplay mechanics and a gaming 

experience that will satisfy even the most experienced gamers. 

PortalDwellers offers engaging gameplay loops that seamlessly 

tailor to a variety of gaming styles. Within the campaign mode, 

players can follow a narrative style of gameplay to interact with 

the immersive environments and progress. The deathmatch 

caters to a more interactive and fun style of gameplay where 

players can show their prowess by ascending the leaderboard. 
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CAMPAIGN MODE

EXPLORE UPGRADE

-XP
-Wood
-Stone
-Metal

+XP
+Wood
+Stone
+Metal

-Consumables
-Fur
-Coin
-Chest box

+Consumables
+Fur

+Coin
+Chest box

-Weapon cards
-Quest cards

+Weapon cards
+Quest cards

+Weapon unlock
+Weapon upgrade
+Attachments unlock
+Attachments upgrade 

+Character progression
+Skills unlock
+Skills upgrade

Character 
progression

Weapon 
progression

Enemy 
combat

Gather 
resources

Loot box

Quests

Player duels
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Gather Resources 

Players can wander the worlds and explore plentiful bounties These 

resources will prove to be useful in enemy combat and weapon 

upgrades. Wood, Stone, Metal and consumables are some of the 

abundant resources on offer. 

Quests 

Quests allow players to prove their mettle as a Portal Dweller. Players 

will take these challenging quests to unlock the much acclaimed, and 

useful, Quest Cards. These cards come in different rarity levels = 

uncommon, common, rare, epic and legendary.

Loot Boxes    

The levitating seeds from the destroyed capsule were harbinger of 

endless bounties in the form of loot boxes. These boxes allow portal 

dwellers to reap rewards. These loot boxes will help the players in 

combat and player’s progression through general rewards, Location 

Based Drops, Time Based and XP Based.

 Enemy Combat 

Players will enter into the Portal Dweller realms where they will face 

different enemies and beasts. By overpowering enemies, gain useful 

resources in the form of XP, Weapon Cards and Fur.

 Player Duels 

Players will also engage with other players to establish their 

dominance over the Portal Dweller universe. These duels are not only 

help in establishing credentials in the leaderboard but also help in 

valuable gaining resources such as XP and Coins

Explore
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Unleash your players true power by unlocking and enhancing core and special skills.  In order 

to achieve the legendary status, however, player must uplevel themselves by ascending 

levels, ascending rank and ascending rarity.

Portal Dwellers will be able to acquire, craft and forge different types of weapons ranging 

from common knives, axes, staffs, swords and daggers.  Players will craft their weapons in 

order to enhance their power and make them truly legendary. The most valiant Portal Dwellers 

must fight many internal and external daemons to upgrade & unlock coveted weapons.

Warrior
M

age
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Player Progression 
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Weapon Progression 
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Deathmatches in PortalDwellers are centered around public leaderboards that allow 

users to compete against each other and establish their supremacy over the realm.  

Deathmatches will allows players to compete solo or with other team members. 

The overall objective is to survive the greatest number of enemy waves while 

maximizing enemy kills. Portal Dwellers will need a strong strategy as each enemy wave 

will get incrementally harder.  Special power ups, weapons and special skills will be 

unlocked as the player survive these waves. Players will also be able to establish teams 

in order to take on these difficult tasks and objective.  

Challenge specific leaderboards (e.g., weaponless combat, etc.)  will also be established 

so that Dweller can continuously engage and enjoy the ever-evolving game mechanics.  

Winners of these challenges will be eligible for rewards that include but are not limited to 

(airdrops, in-game resources and whitelists)  

DEATH MATCH MODE

LEADER BOARD

Kill

Survive

Unlock

Maximize 
kills

Survive the 
longest

Power Ups
& Weapons

Rewards for top performers
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ASSET OWNERSHIP  



Portal Dwellers offer a novel 

approach to in-game asset 

ownership by going down the 

WYSIWYG (What You See Is What 

You Get) route.  Playable Characters, 

Weapons and Accessories will be 

available as NFTs for use within the 

game. The available NFTs are utility 

driven – i.e., play the game with the 

exact same visual characters, 

weapons and accessories. 

Portal Dweller NFTs will have two 

components – uniqueness that is 

established at the time of the mint 

and uniqueness that is enforced 

through player, weapon and 

accessory progression. This 

uniqueness will have enforced on the 

blockchain through both visual 

(image) and textual attributes ( level , 

rank , rarity etc ) . Players will look to 

progress their NFTs, so that they are 

not only able to improve their 

in-game stats and mechanics, but 

also so that their NFT can become 

more precious on the marketplace.  
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CHARACTERS

PortalDwellers enables the traditional Web2 gamer to adopt Web3 by offering 

true in-game asset ownership. All the playable characters will be NFTs that 

can be minted, upgrades and traded. 

The key feature of a character NFT is the direct link between visual mint 

characteristics (player skin) with player progression-based visuals (rank and 

rarity). As players progress through the game, they earn experience points and 

gather resources by completing various tasks and quests. These experience 

points and resources can then be used to upgrade the NFT characters, with 

the visual appearance of the NFTs also updating on the blockchain to reflect 

the upgrade. When players first begin the game, they start with a basic NFT 

character, but as they continue to progress and upgrade their character, it 

becomes more powerful and visually distinct.  

This added layer of excitement and motivation encourages players to 

continue playing and to work towards upgrading their NFT characters. 

Additionally, the upgraded NFT characters can be used to showcase a player's 

progress and accomplishments to other players. 
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ACCESSORIES

Accessories NFTs are unique digital items that can be used to customize and 

upgrade character's base stats in PortalDwellers. Shield, Power Rings, Charms 

and Lockets are some of the different types of accessories that will be 

available for use. Players will be able to own, sell and trade these accessories 

across the marketplace.

WEAPONS

Portal Dwellers truly democratizes asset ownership by allowing players to own 

their unique weapons through the use of NFTs. These weapons include but are not 

limited to Daggers, swords, crossbows, staffs etc. As with character NFTs, each 

weapon category NFT will also be minted with the same base stats that will be 

upgraded based on the players skill set and use. 

Once a player has minted or purchased a weapon, they would be able to use it 

in-game. The weapon would have its own set of statistics, such as damage and 

accuracy, and would be useful in different situations depending on the game's 

mechanics.  Weapon upgrades will be possible through the use of Weapon Cards 

that would be obtained by completing quests .
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Technology



Blockchain

Game Engine

The Portal Dwellers platform is powered by a decentralized Omni-chain blockchain 

infrastructure. A multichain approach offers advantages such as increased liquidity, an 

expanded player base, and a way to compensate for the limitations of one chain with the 

benefits of another. 

In-game assets and collectibles can be seamlessly moved from one chain to another. It 

would be possible, for instance, to mint NFTs on Ethereum and bridge them to the BNB 

chain using the in-game interface. A bridge between Ethereum, BNB Chain, Avalanche, 

Polygon, and Solana will be developed in the initial phase.  

Unity is amongst the leading game engine that allows developers to quickly and 

efficiently create complex and interactive experiences. Unity has a rich and thriving 

developer and creator ecosystem that is continuously pushing the boundary of creative 

excellence. Unity offers great flexibility in building games and applications for multiple 

platforms at once by having in-built and custom SDKS. These key differentiators made 

Unity, the development platform for Portal Dwellers.  

BNB

AVAX ETH

Polygon

Solana

Players can mint NFTs on following chains simultaneously:
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TOKENOMICS



35%

20%
15%

15%10%
5%

Team & Advisors

Community & In-
game Rewards

TreasuryMarket Making
& Liquidity

Public Sale

Seed

Token 
Distribution

PortalDwellers token is set to be released with ticker $PDU and a total supply of 1 Billion.

$PDU Staking will allow users to get bene�ts in multiple ways including In-game rewards,
 voting rights, access to exclusive content, participation in special tournaments etc.

$PDU will be utilized for acquiring in-game resources and to  participate in exclusive events 
and competitions. Players could earn $PDU as a reward for their continued engagement 
with the game and platform.

Players could use $PDU to upgrade existing NFTs. This will allow players to enhance their 
abilities within the game. Players could use $PDU to trade NFTs with other players.
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Closed Alpha Deathmatch
Launchpad onboarding

Bridge
NFT OG Collection Mint 

TGE 

Mobile Build Production
Partnetships & Engagement

Website Launch
Litepaper Launch
Community building 
Marketing partnership 
AMAs  

Closed Alpha Mobile Deathmatch

L
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ROADMAP

Completed Milestones

Concept Art

Game PoC

Community GenesisGame Teaser

Website Prototype Character Lore & Backstory 



CONTACT US

portal_dweller portaldwellersgamming

 portaldwellers.gg

Connect with us on the following platforms: 

t.co/MI41kS8Ehu

youtube.com/@portaldwellers
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